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. 2Country overview

• Mediterranean climate of hot summers, and cool rainy short winters,

• Vital crossroads of the three continents (Africa, Asia, and Europe),

• 300 sunshine days, annual Global Horizontal Irradiation (GHI) above 2,000 KWh/m2,

• Priority and commitment to develop sustainable renewable energy sector.



. 3Sector overview

• Energy security is one of the major challenges that Palestine faces today and

considered as a critical obstacle towards realizing sustainable political and economic

independence.

• The sector is almost fully dependent on electricity imports; majority imports come

from Israel, and marginally from Jordan and Egypt.

• Historically fragmented distribution grids with more than 250 connection points, this

will be consolidated by Palestine Electricity Transmission Company (PETL) to 10

connection points only.

• Electricity prices in Palestine are the highest in the MENA region, forming a large

portion of household disposal income.
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Demand, Availability & Trend
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. 5Sources of Electricity in GWh (2017)

Imported Electricity

IEC (89%) Gaza power Plant (7%)

Imported from Eygpt (3%) Imported from Jordan (1%)
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Final Energy Consumption per Sector in Palestinian



. 7Energy Sector in Palestine 2017

The Energy sector of Palestine consists of 3 main resources:



. 8Sector wise consumption 2017
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National Energy Efficiency Action Plan

Reaching 384 GWh

(5%) 

of Energy Efficiency by Year 

2020

Main Target of NEEAP

➢ Phase I (2012-2014): 43GWh

➢ Phase II (2015-2017): 137GWh

➢ Phase III (2018-2020): 204GWh

Implementation Phases

EE 
Strategy 

Goals

Goal no.1 

Sustainable use 
of EE in Palestine

Goal no.3: 
Achieving social 
and economic 

development in 
Palestine

Goal no.2: 
Reaching rational 
levels of energy 

independence and 
security of supply

Goals and Rational of NEEAP



Conducted Energy Audits 

Energy Audit

Industrial 
sector

60

Public 
Sector

120

Service 
Sector

60

Agricultural 
Sector

15

Residential 
Sector

45

300



National EE Economic Model

NEEEM



. 12Potential of Saving on National Level
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Share of National Energy Saving Potential

Boiler
16,77%

HVAC
21,14%

Lighting
26,36%

Heat recovery
0,87%

Generator
0,02%

Power factor
0,16%

Electrical devices
11,44%

Refrigeration
19,01%

Motor and 
Pump
0,46%

Compressor
0,64%

Equipment & 
machinery

0,14%

Automation and Building 
Management 

2.45%

Data center
0,39%

Computers
0,03%

Fan
0,03%



. 14Main identified Measures/All sectors



. 15EE Measures in Residential



. 16Energy Consumption (KWh/day)



. 17Summary of EE Model

Potential of  

Saving (%)

Yearly Expected 

Saving (GWh)

Initial Capital 

Investment (MUSD)

CO2 Yearly Saving 

( Tons/Year)

Agriculture 1 1.9 0.55 1,312

Residential 9 520 208 363,934

Industrial 12 99 29 71,216

Service 14 260 110 177,813

Total ~ 11% 881 347.55 614,275



. 18Main Results of EE Economic Analysis

Capital investment: 347 MUSD

Peak energy savings: 881 GWh equivalent/year

Present value of financial savings: 1,020 MUSD

Present value of economic savings: 1,175 MUSD

Each kWh saved needs in average an investment of 0.05 USD

Total emissions (Co2) avoided: 614,000 Ton/year



. 19MEPS & Labels Background

For the past two decades, policy makers and energy planners have strongly
advocated for and supported legislation to promote availability of energy
efficient technologies.

Unfortunately in the case of Palestine, such policies are more difficult to
implement. The lack of Palestinian infrastructure, scarcity of conventional
energy resources, and the lack of political and economic stability, intensifies the
Palestinians need of energy efficient products in the market.

Due to the lack of natural resources available in Palestine and the prohibition of
control of its ports, Palestine imports almost all of its energy resources from
Israel including 100% of its petroleum and 89% of its electric energy needs.
This totals to a sum of approximately 385 million Euros per year.

The cost of energy in Palestine is considered to be the most expensive in the
Middle East. This is especially true because the energy resources are also
heavily taxed. The components of the price of a kWh are the purchasing price
from the Israeli supplier and the cost of the Palestinian distribution companies
including O&M and profit margin.
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The Palestinian energy situation cannot be studied isolated from two

neighboring countries: Israel and Jordan. Israel as an occupying

country is the major player influencing the Palestinian EE market. The

reasons behind that are first the fact that the majority of appliances

pass through Israel, secondly the common taxation system and finally

the quasi-open borders for second-hand goods moving from Israel to

the Palestinian markets. On the other side, Jordanians have common

social and cultural background as Palestinians in addition to the special

import-export relations.

The fact that most of the imported appliances are passing through the

Israeli regulations plays a positive rule in keeping the standards higher

than that of the nearby countries such as Jordan.

Background (cont.)
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Standards, measuring procedures and labels were proposed by EIGR project team
and conveyed to the Legislative Council. The labeling concept is still controversial
within the Council. Palestine has almost no local manufactures of appliances so all
such goods are imported and the Council was concerned that imposing a label on
any single existing appliance would restrict the sources of imports available to the
country and that this was a more important consideration than the possible energy
saving.

There is a good case in Palestine for standards for small appliances such as solar
heaters. Until June 2000, there was no mandatory test of the quality of solar water
heaters. In that month the Palestine Standards Institution (PSI) introduced a
mandatory test according to the ISO standards. The PSI had a computerized
laboratory for testing the efficiency of flat plate collectors and another laboratory for
testing materials, water leakage and tank insulation. This laboratory has been
destroyed during the Israeli incursions two years later.

Palestine has no internationally recognized testing laboratories for EE appliances, 
without testing and inspections, there would effectively be no control of the energy 
performance of imported products.

Palestinian market consists of more than one third of appliance as a second-hand
inefficient appliances comes from Israel, where PCBS official statistics do not
include what is known as the black market.

Background (cont.)
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• Palestine has a young population which
leads to a high level of setting up of new
homes with couples buying home
appliances.

• High level of education of the new couples
with willingness to acquire energy-efficient
appliances.

• Palestinians has a successful story energy
saving in solar water heaters.

• Lack of government incentives in the sector.
• A significant portion of the population still

has low disposable incomes, which leads to
a longer usage of home appliances rather
than quick replacement.

• Palestine are completely dependent on
Israel in what concerns Import and energy.

• Palestinian consumers will get benefit from
the Israeli EE strategy as all imported
appliances have to comply with the new S&L.

• The demand for energy-efficient products can
create a new consumption trend in white
goods.

• The high taxing of energy in both Israel and
the Palestinian is a positive factor pushing
people to purchase EE goods.

• Palestine are completely dependent on
Israel in what concerns Import and energy.
Palestinians cannot alone fix their own
strategy for EE appliances.

• The population income is dependent on
vulnerable political situation. Any conflict
with Israel may reduce consumer demand
for home appliances such as refrigerators,
Ac, etc.

SWOT Analysis



. 23Barriers 

o The absence of a mechanism to follow up the application of

standards because of the lack of clarity of the role of each party, and

the absence of coordination among them as a result of conflicting

competencies and overlapping responsibilities between different

bodies.

o Lack of or limited qualified and internationally accredited testing

laboratories causes delays in testing procedures and leniency in

application which limits the effectiveness and success of the

program in achieving its objectives.

o Lack of data and the difficulty of exchanging information between

different entities in addition to lack of information related to cost/

savings analysis achieved in the long term from the purchase of

high-efficiency products, which limits the promotion of the programs.

o The high price of high-efficiency products/ unavailability of high-

efficiency products due to high costs of technology transfer/

development, which places a burden on producers and importers in

marketing devices



. 24Recommendations 

o Palestine should adopt a larger scale survey where all data are obtained from
the public and private sources, including sales volumes. Any such survey should
include all types of electric appliances available in the market.

o Palestine must establish a Public-Private sector partnership to promote the
energy efficiency concept. Potential partners include universities, NGOs,
professional associations and associations active in Renewable energy and
energy efficiency.

o Palestinians should work on elaborating a labeling system for their locally
manufactured solar water heater, freezers and air conditioning systems. The
establishment of EE Testing laboratories for these appliances should be
encouraged.

o PENRA and its PEC together with the PSI should play their rule in facilitating
and supervising the accreditation of EE testing laboratories for appliances.

o For the EE testing of the all imported appliances, the Palestinian Authority could
find an agreement with an internationally recognized testing and certification
company. This company will be the partner of the government in delivering the
accredited certificates for each imported appliance proving its compliance with
the standards imposed by the PSI.



. 25Recommendations (cont.)

o Work on the applying of energy efficiency label for domestic refrigerator

until 2022 through the application of the law of energy efficiency

standards.

o Creating the institutional and executive body to supervise the good

application of the program through the qualification and securing the key

experts in this field.

o Establishing the bases required to monitor market movements and

consumption indicators

o Establishing the bases required to monitor market movements and energy

consumption indicators at the national level as a result of the

implementation of this program.

o Building the necessary laboratories to run the software for all labels and

standards.

o Expanding the program to include devices in the Syrian markets of various

types and models until 2015



EE Road Map 2030

❑ Roadmap and Action plan (Propose an

action plan with projects at short

(2023), medium (2027) and long-term

(2030) to maximize EE at least cost).

❑ Target for Roadmap 2020-2030 is

5,000 GWh (or 500 GWh per year).

The implementation of the proposed

plan should save 3.5 million tons of

CO2 each year.

❑ Roadmap is tackling the major sectors

(the Residential) and will address the

distribution grid losses; the main two

issues in the Palestinian energy sector

that affecting any energy efficiency

plans.
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Thank you

Each KWh saved.. is a KWh not being paid to the Occupation.!!

Header section title
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Contact us!
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